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Movie: Aai
Year: 1981

Song: Punav raat hi fulun aali
Lyricist: Jagdish Khebudkar

"Punav raat hi fulun aali
Chand hinsina baai
Shejewarli eklaich mi
Sakha sangli nahi"

"Saaj shinggar jaairal vaya
Saaj shinggar jaairal vaya
Kadhi yezheel paturun raya
Kadhi yezheel paturun raya"

"Rajasa aar rajasa
Haay r jee jee r jee jee"

Ya tadarunin huraur vate mani
Rajasa aar rajasa
Haay r jee jee r jee jee jee
Hi unchi khamb na
Aathvun kelii kurni
Rajasa aar rajasa
Haay r jee jee r jee jee jee
Chhithise yadhi
Rat vatate suni"

"Chhithise yadhi
Rat vatate suni
Aangari husrte shyaya husrte shyaya
Kadhi yezheel paturun raya
Kadhi yezheel paturun raya
Rajasa aar rajasa
Haay r jee jee r jee jee jee"

"Darbaar sashivala tujyahachsari aasa
Rajasa aar rajasa
Haay r jee jee r jee jee jee"

"Tangala mahali madnacha aarsa
Rajasa aar rajasa
Haay r jee jee r jee jee jee
Pun tujyah vaachuni jeevch hoii pisa
Pun tujyah vaachuni jeevch hoii pisa
Kadhi kathor sharli maaya sharli maaya"
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